Fluid hunter motivation in Central Africa: Effects on behaviour, bushmeat and income
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Abstract

1. Individual motivation for the rural use of common-pool resources (CPRs) can be fluid, with the line between subsistence and commercial often unclear and in flux.
2. Implications of fluid motivation are understudied yet important for social-ecological systems (SESSs), such as bushmeat hunting throughout Central Africa that is essential to local protein/nutrition, income and culture.
3. Making locally informative predictions of multiple SESSs nested within a landscape-scale SES has been historically difficult, but community-driven participatory approaches provide new kinds and quantities of data, opening previously inaccessible doors for research and governance.
4. We apply hierarchical Bayesian structural equation modelling to a novel dataset of 910 hunts from 111 gun and trap hunters across nine villages in Gabon, generated in a participatory process whereby hunters conducted GPS self-follows in conjunction with paraecologist surveys of their motivation, behaviour and offtake. We (i) establish the human behaviour driving gun-hunting and trapping success and predict its effect on offtake across villages and (ii) link fluid motivation of gun hunters to their behaviour, number of animals hunted, biomass yielded and income earned.
5. Gun hunts across villages yielded more animals during the night than the day, and when hunters brought high amounts of ammunition and walked far distances from villages. Gun hunts were less successful when coupled with trapping while per-hunt success of trapping itself was generally low and difficult to predict. Fluid gun hunters hunted fewer animals when motivated strictly by subsistence, despite no
1 | INTRODUCTION

The hunting of wild animals is ‘one of the most fundamental and enduring of human–wildlife relationships’, revealing cultural, economic and ecological dimensions of human behaviour and the social–ecological systems (SESs) with which we coevolve (Kurz et al., 2021). Why and how people hunt changes with the conditions of a given SES over time. There is a widespread interest in how the politics of colonization and capitalism and their related phenomena such as urbanization, rural migration patterns, development, land tenure and resource rights, logging, climate change and conservation influence hunting and its impacts on human culture and well-being, biodiversity and ecosystem functioning (Ingram, 2020; Ingram et al., 2021). Much has been written about the increasing commercialization of hunting and implications for sustainability, especially in the rainforests of Central Africa, a region of abundant biodiversity and ‘bushmeat’ (from the French viande de brousse) hunting, trade and consumption (Abernethy et al., 2013). Yet the modern line between subsistence and commercial hunting—as with the rural use of a vast range of other common-pool resources (CPRs)—is blurred (Atheull et al., 2009; Carroll et al., 2003; Chauhan et al., 2008; Clark et al., 2002; Coad et al., 2019; Dahdouh-Guebas et al., 2000; Gombay, 2006; Ingram et al., 2021; Joly et al., 2019; Lacunza-Richman, 2002; Muth et al., 1996; Poe et al., 2015; Staddon, 2009). Animals are not hunted only for consumption or sale, but often for both (as well as for other reasons, such as protecting crops or cultural ceremonies).

Most research on hunter motivation has examined clear contrasts or gradients such as the probability of hunting versus not (Ibbett et al., 2020; Nuno et al., 2013; Silvestre et al., 2021) or the degree of commercialization of hunting in relation to economic drivers (Bachmann et al., 2019; Brashares et al., 2011). In West Africa, Bachmann et al. (2020) further explored the effects of motivation, finding that commercially motivated hunters travelled long distances to hunt duiker in forested protected areas whereas more subsistence hunters focused on rodents in agricultural areas near villages. Similar outcomes due to cultural variation were found in the Amazon, where Indigenous hunters targeted larger-bodied species in more distant and intact forests versus non-Indigenous hunters who stayed closer to villages hunting smaller species (Constantino et al., 2021). Still, the more subtle implications of motivation remain underexplored. Many bushmeat SESs entail hunters of the same ethnicity hunting for both income and food (to varying degrees) across the same relatively contiguous landscape. In this common scenario, could the motivation of an individual hunter change from hunt to hunt, and if so, how might this affect their behaviour (technology use, effort across space and time and social dynamics) and offtake (beyond the above mentioned changes in prey profiles)? One could expect that such an individual fluid hunter, on a more commercially motivated hunt, would mirror the changes many (though not all) hunting SESs have undergone as they commercialize: increased hunting effort and higher offtake.

Offtake refers to ‘the quantities of meat harvested’ (Coad et al., 2019). How should bushmeat research define and measure these quantities? The total number of animals hunted, especially of threatened species, may be of greatest interest to conservation scientists or government environmental officials, whereas the total biomass or money earned may be of greatest importance to hunters and their families. Rather than a single definition or metric, offtake should be considered in ecological, alimentary and economic terms, and links made between them. Robust insight into the sustainability of hunting requires coupling data on offtake with hunter behaviour (Riddell et al., 2022).

Data on offtake from the last few decades of bushmeat hunting research are abundant, and social data increasingly so (though Nana et al. (2022) highlight the dearth of attention to noneconomic cultural factors). Yet we still lack a holistic understanding of the drivers of hunter behaviour and its effects on offtake; for example, what are the causes and results of hunting in the night versus the day, and of using guns versus wire snares (hereafter ‘traps’; Dobson et al., 2019)? Although a few empirically rich case studies have tracked changing use of guns and traps over time (Coad et al., 2013; Gill et al., 2012), it is difficult to directly compare the efficiency of the two hunting methods (Dobson et al., 2019; Marrocoli et al., 2019). Individuals may also combine gun-hunting and trapping, though their relationship in this context is hitherto unexplored (Kumpel et al., 2009). The relationship between motivation and behaviour also depends on technology. Motivation and behaviour could change from hunt to hunt for gun hunters. For trap hunters, changes occur over a longer time period, as traps remain active for long periods, sometimes many months, with hunters laying more traps or changing their location at specific, infrequent moments for various reasons.
How can we link hunter motivation, behaviour and offtake, and do so in a way that is useful to the governance and management of bushmeat hunting? Intensive studies of specific locations provide detailed insight into hunting behaviour and the composition and level of offtake, but it can be hard to generalize results from site-specific studies across regions (Balvanera et al., 2017; Villamayor-Tomas et al., 2020). Meta-analyses or big data approaches are valuable for general insight, but are not in-depth or locally relevant enough to inform proposed future directions in sustainable hunting initiatives such as community adaptive management (Coad et al., 2019). Scale mismatches thus appear to be a problem that is difficult to address in both theory and practice. The explicit spatial delimitation of a focal SES is rarely clear; SESs are generally nested and can be analysed at the local, regional and global scale (Martín-López et al., 2017). Bushmeat hunting of a single community can be viewed as a single SES, nested within a landscape SES containing multiple community SESs, affected by and interacting through wider social–ecological conditions. For example, even discrete hunting catchments may be linked through shared source populations of wildlife (Antunes et al., 2016; Mockrin & Redford, 2011; Novaro et al., 2000) that could in turn be mutually impacted by external factors, such as the expansion of logging (Poulsen et al., 2009; Riddell et al., 2022). High quality and quantity of local data across a landscape SES would yield locally useful understanding of community SESs, the comparisons of which would yield an aggregate understanding of the landscape SES. A particular advantage to such data would be enabling the explicit forecasting of alternative management strategies—including predicting future human behaviour and its consequences under different scenarios to proactively prepare for change and adapt to it over time (Travers et al., 2019).

Participatory approaches such as hunter self-monitoring and paraecology (a paraecologist is a ‘resident professional with local knowledge who lacks formal academic training [but has] full-time employment underpinned by extensive [on site] training’; Schmiedel et al., 2016) enable the collection of data designed with and collected by communities that can link information and make predictions across different scales (e.g. hunt, hunter, community, landscape). When data are collected by local people, many sites can be simultaneously studied, and informed through in-depth local social–ecological knowledge, versus the limited time and understanding of an outside research team (Danielsen et al., 2021). New technology like simple GPS units now enables the local collection of hunt-level spatially explicit information of a previously unimaginable quantity (Fa et al., 2021; Froese et al., 2022). Participatory monitoring allows us to simultaneously address multiple, sometimes interacting, aspects of bushmeat hunting SESs. Further advantages abound: devolving power in science, local data ownership and use for autonomous decision-making, creating opportunities for knowledge coproduction, boundary spanning between rights holders and policy decision-makers, and high-quality participatory mapping vital to customary land tenure rights needed for just and sustainable hunting governance and management (Camino et al., 2020; Constantino et al., 2018; Froese et al., 2022; Malmer et al., 2020; Norstrom et al., 2020; Reed et al., 2019; Villaseñor et al., 2016). Here, we link hunter motivation, behaviour and offtake by applying hierarchical Bayesian structural equation modelling to a dataset of novel origin, quantity and depth generated by paraecologists and participating hunters. Specifically, we: (i) establish the human behaviour driving gun-hunting and trapping success and predict its effect on offtake across villages and (ii) link fluid motivation of gun hunters to their behaviour, number of animals hunted, biomass yielded and income earned. We discuss implications for the ecological sustainability of hunting and participatory forecasting in bushmeat research and policy.

2 | METHODS

2.1 | Study system and participatory data collection

Rural hunters from nine villages (five Kota and four Fang) near the town of Makokou, provincial capital of the Ogooué-Ivindo Province, Gabon, collected data via the Nsombou Ablalge-Dzal project’s participatory bushmeat hunting monitoring programme coupling paraecology with hunter GPS self-follows (Froese et al., 2022; https://nadagabon.org). The study area is characterized by low human population density and relatively intact forests and wildlife; yet it is under increasing disturbance from logging, mining and associated access (more information in Froese et al., 2022). Study villages represent around half of the total villages ~50km from Makokou along the three national roads that join the town, randomly selected with stratification for, ethnicity, road and population size in an earlier phase of the project (Beirne et al., 2019; Froese et al., 2022). In each village, the paraecologist (authors BB, SDN, JE, JE, SEK, JLM, CM, IN and EN) conducted pre- and posthunt surveys with participating hunters (up to five each month, rotating monthly with the order of participation selected at random in a community-wide meeting and the frequency of participation evened out over time: we set an upper monthly limit of five participating hunters due to the number of available GPS units). All hunters who wished to participate did, and we emphasized that the project did not define hunting strictly as walking long distances with a gun at night, but that for the project hunting included any form of killing an animal, even just checking a few traps in a backyard plantation.

In each survey, paraecologists asked participating hunters a suite of social, ecological and economic questions and weighed all animals hunted. Questions included asking about the behaviour we considered in this study: if the hunt was conducted during the day and/or night, the amount and type of ammunition taken on the hunt, whether hunters went alone or with porters and/or other hunters, and the number of traps they checked and how long it had been since they checked them. Before each hunt, motivation was learned by paraecologists who asked each participating hunter: why are you going hunting? See Supplementary Material 1 for an English
translation and the original French data sheets, data sheets, pro-
tocol and instructions. Hunters carried simple GPS units (Mobile
Action® i-gotU GT-600) to quantify their spatial behaviour. The
bushmeat hunting SESs in the study area, process of our engage-
ment in community-driven research and methodological specifics
of hunter GPS self-follows are described in detail in Froese et al. (2022).

We obtained authorization to conduct research in Gabon
through the Institut de Recherche en Ecologie Tropicale (IRET)
within the Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique et
Technologique (CENAREST) (N°AR0057/18/MESRS/CENAREST/
CG/ CST/CSAR and N°AR004/20/MESRTT/CENAREST/CG/CST/
CSAR). Our research with human subjects was further approved by
Duke’s Institutional Review Board (IRB; Protocol Number: Froese
2019-0047). We followed the principle of free, prior and informed
consent (FPIC) at both the community and individual level (Ibbett &
Brittain, 2020). Communities gave oral FPIC during meetings before
any research was conducted; individual hunters gave oral FPIC in
response to a written FPIC statement read aloud to them. Hunters
understood (a) how the data would be used, (b) that they could re-
fuse to participate without experiencing negative consequences, (c)
that they could cease participating without giving a reason at any
time, (d) that they could see their personal data at any time, (e) that
they could ask us to delete their data at any time, (f) the process
by which we anonymized identifiable data, (g) that we did not have
the desire or right and would not share data identifiable to either
villages or hunters with any outside parties including the Gabonese
government and (h) that they could contact us and ask questions at
any time. Only adult (>18 years old) hunters participated. We do not
include village names or identifiable maps in publications’. (Froese
et al., 2022).

2.2 Modelling approach

The processes by which bushmeat is harvested, and the factors
which influence such processes, differs by hunting method (here
guns vs. traps). Therefore, we modelled the animals hunted using
each technology separately, for both gun hunts (including when
also trapping) and trap hunts (including when also gun-hunting).
To predict how human behaviour drives gun-hunting and trapping
success across multiple villages, we fit generalized linear mixed
models (GLMMs; Section 2.3 below). To link fluid motivation of
gun hunters to their behaviour, number of animals hunted, biomass
yields and income earned, we fit a multivariate response generalized
linear mixed piecewise structural equation model (mvGLMpwSEM;
Section 2.4 below).

We included all continuous behavioural predictors (see
Section 2.3) deemed important from the literature and our knowl-
dge of the study site, and statistically sensible to include together
based on causal theory (Pearl, 2009)—as well as the potentially im-
portant factors of weather (rainy or not during the hunt), hunting
period (night, day or both) and wet versus dry season. We fit varying
intercepts of hunter and village. In reality, each unique hunter was
confined to a unique village, suggesting a nested approach. But we
did not specify it as such when fitting models in order for hunters to
be compared to the total pool of hunters across villages (assuming
that a skilled hunter in village A is more similar to a skilled hunter
in village B than he is to a less skilled hunter in village A). Regardless,
this should not tangibly change inference (McElreath, 2020). We did
not use global intercepts, because we prioritized making predictions
at the village level and comparing them across villages.

We formatted all categorical predictors as index variables, as
we were interested in individual categories rather than in compar-
ison to a reference. The lone exception was weather, formatted as a
dummy/binary/indicator variable, because rainy hunts were rare (6%
of hunts) and can be seen as different from the norm.

We quantified a suite of metrics representing hunter effort in
terms of space and time: hours hunting, total km (distance) walked,
size of area hunted, max km (from) village and mean km village. These
could all influence hunter offtake in various ways. For example, the
farther a hunter walked, the more likely he (all hunters were male) is
to cross an animal’s path (but he could also circle around his house
all day and get nothing). Likewise, the larger the area the hunter
searches, the more likely he will overlap the home ranges of more
animals. The Euclidean distance from the village is likely important,
given that wildlife in the study area is more abundant farther from
villages (Beirne et al., 2019; Koerner et al., 2017). Increased time
hunting also increases potential for animal encounters, regardless
of distance or area. Causal relationships between these metrics are
not clear, and the direction of causality could change within a hunt.
We chose to include only one space–time metric in models, max km
village, because it captures both hunter effort and potential reduc-
tion in the local abundance and/or occupancy of hunted species (de-
faunation) and is the most tangibly perceived and thus potentially
useful metric for community hunting management decision-making.
Furthermore, as expected, all these metrics were highly correlated,
and max km village was the most highly correlated across all metrics
(Figure S1). A principal components analysis (PCA) showed that
>75% of total variation was captured by the first component, to
which max km village contributed slightly more than the other met-
crics (Figure S2).

We centred (subtracted from the mean) and scaled (divided by
the standard deviation) all continuous predictors to facilitate model
convergence and comparison of effects across predictors. We for-
matted variables that acted as both responses and predictors in the
model of fluid gun hunter motivation (see below) in their original val-
ues as responses, log-transformed for kg (biomass) and money to
improve fit given high variation in values, and centred and scaled
them as predictors.

We modelled count responses using a Poisson rather than a
gamma-Poisson (negative binomial) distribution, as exploratory
modelling demonstrated that gamma-Poisson estimates contained
extreme and unrealistic maximum values, overestimated dispersion,
and had a very high values of the shape parameter (indicating simi-
larly to a pure Poisson process). Furthermore, variance was explicit-
ly modelled by nesting by village and hunter. Parameter estimation
was the same using both distributions. For the fluid gun hunter motivation model, we used a gamma distribution for continuous responses (or a normal distribution if log-transformed) and a Bernoulli distribution for binary responses.

We quantified uncertainty with 92% intervals—the midpoint between the arbitrary 95% (which should be avoided should it evoke erroneous comparisons to p-values) and the increasingly en vogue though equally arbitrary 89% (McElreath, 2020). Regardless, we used posterior predictions to more fully understand uncertainty rather than simply including or excluding parameters based on whether their uncertainty interval overlaps zero.

All models were Bayesian, fit through the Stan probabilistic programming language via the R package brms (Burkner, 2017; Stan Development Team, 2022). We used prior predictive checks to identify uninformative yet reasonable priors; those for fixed variable coefficients and standard deviations of varying intercepts were coincidentally the same as the first bushmeat paper to use brms (Jones et al., 2020). We ran models with four chains of 3000 iterations each (1500 warm-up), giving posterior distributions of 6000 estimates. We assessed model fit through visual MCMC diagnostics and graphical posterior predictive checks using the R package bayesplot as outlined in Gabry et al. (2019). Models fit well. Input data and reproducible scripts of data exploration, prior predictive checks, model fitting, model checking (including an HTML file showing all plots) and posterior predictions and plotting are available at: https://github.com/gradenfroese/fluidHunters.

### 2.3 Establishing meaningful hunter behaviour to predict offtake across villages

Below we present the full gun model. The full trap model was structured the same, but without the behaviour predictors trap hunt (in addition to gun-hunting), night/day (hunting period), small ammo (number of 00 cartridges, suitable for most species and the most commonly used ammunition), large ammo (chevrotine, a larger shotgun shell used for larger animals, more expensive to purchase and less often used), porters (number accompanying the hunter to help carry bushmeat) and other hunters (number accompanying the hunter, with their own gun), and with the behaviour predictors gun hunt (in addition to trapping), traps checked (the total number) and trap days (since traps were last checked). Refined models retained meaningful predictors as determined by whether posterior predictions of responses changed along the range of the predictor in a clear direction—entailing posterior distributions of parameter estimates with little overlap with zero, without using arbitrary cut-offs—with a magnitude that could have real-world consequences (see Section 3). Animals refers to the total number of animals hunted, and threatened to the total of animals from species listed as Near Threatened, Vulnerable, Endangered or Critically Endangered on the IUCN red list.

In the notation for all models, \( \theta \) symbols indicate varying (‘random’) intercepts belonging to individual villages and hunters; and linear model coefficients for categorical predictor variables. For example, \( \alpha_m^{\text{village}} \) denotes the varying intercept for model \( m \) assigned to a village relevant to hunt \( h \); the superscript \( m \) represents models for all animals and those for threatened in a common notation and distinguishes between them. \( \beta \) symbols denote linear model coefficients. The index \( h \) is frequently used to refer to separate hunts and the \( p \) index runs over different continuous and binary predictor variables. We used normal distributions for priors of predictor variables and varying intercepts, and exponential distributions for priors of standard deviations of varying intercepts.

\[
\text{animals}_h \sim \text{Poisson}(\lambda_h^{[1]})
\]

\[
\text{threatened}_h \sim \text{Poisson}(\lambda_h^{[2]})
\]

\[
\beta_p \in \{1, \ldots, 7\} \quad m \in \{1,2\}
\]

\[
(p = 1, \ldots, p = 7) = \text{weather}, \ \text{traphunt}, \ \text{max km village}, \ \text{small ammo}, \ \text{large ammo}, \ \text{porters}, \ \text{other hunters}
\]

\[
\log(\lambda_h^{[m]}) = \alpha_m^{\text{village}}_{h} + \alpha_m^{\text{season}}_{h} + \alpha_m^{\text{night/day}}_{h} + \sum_{p=1}^{7} \beta_p^{\text{hunter}} X_{hp}
\]

\[
\alpha_m^{\text{season}}, \alpha_m^{\text{night/day}} \sim \text{Normal}(0,0.5)
\]

\[
\beta_p^{\text{hunter}} \sim \text{Normal}(0,0.5)
\]

\[
\sigma_{m}^{\text{village}}, \sigma_{m}^{\text{hunter}} \sim \text{Exponential}(2)
\]

To predict the effect of meaningful behaviour on offtake across villages, we varied slopes of predictor variables by village, using a bivariate normal distribution (MVNormal) parameterized in terms of a mean vector and covariance matrix. To complete a fully Bayesian model specification, we used the LKJ prior (LKJCorr) for the correlation matrix of the normal prior, with its single parameter set to 1. This is equivalent to a uniform prior over correlation matrices with entries residing in \([0,1]\) for a complete covariance specification we include additional scale parameters via the diagonal matrix \( S \).

See below the gun model. The trap model is structured the same, but with different predictors.

\[
\text{animals}_h \sim \text{Poisson}(\lambda_h)
\]

\[
(p = 1, p = 2) = \text{max km village}, \ \text{small ammo}
\]
2.4 | Linking fluid motivation of gun hunters to their behaviour and offtake

We tested if the number of animals hunted changed in response to hunter motivation, and if so, how this relationship was mediated by their modelled behaviour. To do so we compared three submodels within the mvGLMpwSEM (Figure 1). First, we fit a model assuming that motivation drives changes strictly through unknown and unobserved mechanisms with no mediation by modelled hunter behaviour. Second, we fit a partial mediation model testing the hypothesis that motivation drives changes in animals hunted in part through driving changes in modelled hunter behaviour; if so, we would expect to see a weaker influence of motivation through the unknown pathway. Third, we fit a full mediation model assuming that there is no unknown effect of motivation on animals hunted; here, a change in the influence of modelled behaviour on animals hunted would indicate dependence between modelled behaviour and the unknown mechanisms. We used the bivariate normal distribution (MVNormal) to estimate correlation of behaviour as multivariate responses within hunters (vs. its use to estimate varying slopes in above models).

For successful hunts, we used the mvGLMpwSEM to test how the number of animals hunted and max km village drive total kg. It is clear that hunting more animals should yield higher total biomass; from our previous research we can further hypothesize that animals hunted farther from the village will be more sensitive, larger-bodied species, increasing total biomass even given the same number of animals hunted (Beirne et al., 2019; Koerner et al., 2017).

We further used the mvGLMpwSEM to test whether the probability of hunters selling some bushmeat directly mapped to their original motivation, and if it was dependent on kg: if a hunter’s intention was strictly to eat, but he had unexpectedly high offtake, we would expect him to sell something, as stomachs fill faster than pockets. We also tested the probability of selling all bushmeat, for which we would expect kg to be less important, because if a hunter shot many animals he may want to keep some to eat. Lastly, when some bushmeat was sold, we investigated the relationship between money earned and kg, and whether original motivation influenced money earned.

\[
\log(\lambda_h) = \alpha_{\text{village}} + \alpha_{\text{hunter}} + \frac{1}{2} \sum_{p=1}^{P} \beta_{\text{village},p} X_{hp}^p
\]

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
\alpha_{\text{village}} \\
\beta_{\text{village}}
\end{bmatrix} \sim \text{MVNormal}(0, \Sigma_p)
\]

\[
\alpha_{\text{hunter}} \sim \text{Normal}(0, \sigma_{\text{hunter}})
\]

\[
\Sigma_p = S_p R_p S_p
\]

\[
S_p = \begin{bmatrix}
\sigma_{a_{\text{village}}} & 0 \\
0 & \sigma_{\beta_{\text{village}}}
\end{bmatrix}
\]

\[
\sigma_{a_{\text{village}}}, \sigma_{\beta_{\text{village}}}, \sigma_{\text{hunter}} \sim \text{Exponential}(2)
\]

\[
R_p \sim \text{LKJcorr}(1)
\]

\[\text{small ammo}_h \sim \text{Poisson}(\lambda^{[1]}_h)\]

\[\text{max km village}_h \sim \text{Gamma}(\alpha^{[2]}_h, \beta^{[2]}_h)\]

\[\text{animals}_h \sim \text{Poisson}(\lambda^{[2]}_h)\]

\[\text{money earned}_h \sim \text{Gamma}(\alpha^{[2]}_h, \beta^{[2]}_h)\]

**FIGURE 1** Top: directed acyclic graph (DAG) of multivariate response generalized linear mixed piecewise structural equation model (mvGLMpwSEM) linking fluid gun hunters motivation, behaviour, and offtake. For 342 hunts, wh = why hunt (eat, sell, or both), km = max km village, sa = small ammo brought on hunt, ? = unobserved and unknown mechanisms, and an = animals hunted. For 186 successful hunts (an > 1, grey circles) kg = biomass, ss = probability of some bushmeat being sold, and as = probability of all bushmeat being sold. For 143 hunts with some bushmeat sold (dark grey circle) mo = money earned. h refers to a single hunt, the unit of observation. Bottom: sub-models testing different possible mediation pathways of behaviour.
when animals > 1
\[ \log(kg_h) \sim \text{Normal}(\mu_h^{[1]}, \sigma_h^{[1]}) \]
\[ \text{some sold}_h \sim \text{Bernoulli}(p_h^{[5]}) \]
\[ \text{all sold}_h \sim \text{Bernoulli}(p_h^{[6]}) \]
when some sold = 1
\[ \log(\text{money}_h) \sim \text{Normal}(\mu_h^{[7]}, \sigma_h^{[7]}) \]
\[ \log(\{h^{[12]}\}) = a_v^{[12]} + a_h^{[12]} + \text{whyhunt}_n + a_w^{[12]} \]
\[ \log(\{h^{[2]}\}) = a_v^{[2]} + a_h^{[2]} + \text{whyhunt}_n + a_w^{[2]} \]
\[ \beta_1^{[3]} \max km village_h + \beta_3^{[3]} \text{small ammo}_h \]
\[ \mu_h^{[4]} = a_v^{[4]} + a_h^{[4]} + \text{whyhunt}_n + a_w^{[4]} \]
\[ \beta_1^{[5]} \text{animals}_h + \beta_3^{[5]} \max km village_h \]
\[ \text{logit}(p_h^{[5]}) = a_v^{[5]} + a_h^{[5]} + \text{whyhunt}_n + a_w^{[5]} \]
\[ \mu_h^{[7]} = a_v^{[7]} + a_h^{[7]} + \text{whyhunt}_n + a_w^{[7]} \]
\[ a_v^{[1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7]} \sim \text{Normal}(0, 0.5) \]
\[ \beta_1^{[1, 2, 3]} \sim \text{Normal}(0, 0.5) \]
\[ a_v^{[1, 2, 3]} \sim \text{Normal}(0, 0.5) \]
\[ a_h^{[1, 2, 3]} \sim \text{MVNormal}(0, 0.5) \]
\[ a_w^{[1, 2, 3]} \sim \text{Normal}(0, 0.5) \]
\[ \Sigma = \text{SRS} \]
\[ S = \begin{bmatrix} \sigma_v^{[1]} & 0 \\ 0 & \sigma_v^{[2]} \end{bmatrix} \]
\[ \sigma_v^{[1]} \sim \text{Exponential}(2) \]
\[ \sigma_v^{[2]} \sim \text{Exponential}(2) \]
\[ a \sim \text{Gamma}(4, 0.8) \]
\[ R \sim \text{LKJcorr}(1) \]

3 | RESULTS

One hundred and eleven hunters from nine villages conducted GPS self-follows from 10 June 2019 to 9 March 2020. We excluded a small amount of data from: a month of pilot collection in a single village, a tenth village (fifth Fang village) in which hunter GPS self-follows began but were soon stopped due to a lack of interest, and in two villages where there were some problems with parakeecologist data collection (where we retained data after the problem was resolved). Participating hunters were all male and ranged from 20 to 79 years old (mean = 42, SD = 12). The majority of hunters, though not all, present during initial meetings decided to participate, and some others that were not present at that time later joined (which we encouraged though did not actively promote due to limited time and many subjects to cover during subsequent visits to and meetings in villages). Villages had ~10–50 total hunters, though never present in a given village at the same time. Estimating the number of active hunters in a village is difficult because it can vary greatly even within brief periods, but in the four smaller villages generally ~60–70% of hunters participated in GPS self-follows and in the five larger villages participation was ~35–50%. Thirty hunters used exclusively guns, four were exclusively trappers, and 77 used both techniques. They recorded 910 total hunts (479 using a gun, 198 using traps and 233 using both techniques) and 1331 animals hunted from 43 total species (Froese et al., 2022). Two hundred and ninety-seven of the animals hunted were from 12 threatened species. Fifty-nine per cent of animals hunted were sold. Of these sold animals, 85% were for sale at the village (71% of these were hung up along the roadside for sale to passing cars, 23% were sold to others in the village such as neighbours, friends and family members, and 5% were sold to merchants). Regarding sales to cars, traffic was both to and from Makokou, and we do not know what percentage purchased was consumed by the buyer versus resold or gifted. Of the 14% of sold animals brought to Makokou for sale, 53% were sold at the bushmeat market, 29% to merchants, 7% for ceremonies, 6% to a hotel on a single occasion and 3% for a marriage on a single occasion. Of the 41% of animals which were eaten, we did not collect data on potential variation in consumption patterns as our sampling protocol explicitly avoided bothering people when preparing or eating food.

We a priori excluded eight hunts longer than 48 h from models, as they represent a different process than those we aimed to understand (often hunting in preparation for ceremonies, rather than for daily needs of food and money). Final models with the full suite of predictor variables included 623 gun hunts and 368 trap hunts. We explored imputation of missing predictor variables which occurred in ~13% of hunts, but it was unreliable, and we had sufficient data. Anonymized GPS tracks and associated hunter data can be explored with our Shiny participatory mapping app: https://gradenfroese.shinyapps.io/carto_ex_EN/.

3.1 | Offtake across behaviour and villages

For gun hunts, the full model of behaviour estimated that the number of animals hunted increased with max km village and small ammo, as well as with large ammo to a lesser degree (Figure 2). Other hunters and porters had no effect on the number of animals hunted, though raw data showed that hunts with porters had more animals hunted along with higher max km village and small ammo (Figure S3). For trap hunts, the number of animals hunted was estimated to increase with the number of traps checked, and to slightly decrease with max km village and days since traps checked. Trends for threatened species mirrored all animals (excepting evidence for a negative effect of other hunters), but parameter estimates were more uncertain.

Both trapping and gun-hunting during the day was predicted to yield on average <1 animal per hunt, versus >1 animal per hunt in gun hunts during the day and night or night alone (Figure S4).
These partial effects were conditional on unchanging behaviour, and so the difference was due to unmodelled behaviour and/or social–ecological context, such as animals being easier to hunt at night using LED headlights (Bowler et al., 2020). Given equivalent modelled behaviour, hunting during both the day and night was not predicted to increase the number of prey over strictly night hunts. In the raw data such an increase was observed, as hunters went farther from the village during hunts that occurred over the day and night (Figure S4). Neither gun nor trap hunting yielded different numbers of animals across seasons. This was also the case for the raw data. The number of animals hunted decreased on rainy gun hunts; rain had no effect on trap hunts (Figure S5).

The majority (68%) of combined gun and trap hunts occurred strictly during the day. During these combined day hunts, gun-hunting was predicted to yield half as many animals as a gun-only day hunt, while trapping success was similar whether or not in conjunction with gun-hunting (Figure S3). Combined offtake from gun-hunting and trapping was virtually the same as strictly gun-hunting.

We refined models to include only meaningful behaviour as predictors—max km village and small ammo for gun hunts, number of traps checked and traps days for trap hunts—with the number of animals hunted as the sole response given the similar trends and high uncertainty in threatened species. Refined models predicted similar numbers of animals hunted to the full model (Figure S6). As varying intercepts were more variable across villages than hunters (Figure S7), we then created a gun and trap model with refined predictors varying slope by village. All models retained varying intercepts by both village and hunter. The effect of behaviour on animals hunted was highly consistent across villages in gun hunts, and diverse in trap hunts, though estimates in the latter were highly uncertain (Figure 4 and Figure S8).

The number of animals hunted were predicted to increase with max km village, and this relationship strengthened with increasing small ammo (Figure 4). In observed data, ~25% of hunts were <2 max km village, ~50% were between 2 and 5 and ~25% were >5; the maximum was 17. For small ammo, 2 was the 18th percentile, 4 the 54th and 6 the 86th; the maximum was 18. The amount of small ammo has an influence beyond simply limiting the maximum number of animals that could be shot because hunters sometimes miss (the mean wasted small ammo per hunt ranged from 0 to 1.1 across villages). At far distances with low ammunition, impossible values could be predicted, but this combination of behaviour rarely occurs (in only 11 of 704 hunts did hunters have <3 small ammo and walked >5 km from their village). There was no evidence of a relationship between traps checked and animals hunted (Figure 4), regardless of the number of days since traps checked, for which 2 days was the 24th percentile, 4 the 65th and 6 the 85th; the maximum was 49. This finding stands
and an increase of 1 translates to an increase of 2.5 max km village and ~255) in contrast to an increase of (a large amount; the mean traps checked was 54, and the maximum 4 small ammo (much more common changes).}

for gun hunts (Figure 2). But all predictors were centred and scaled, and an increase of 1 translates to an increase of ~50 traps checked (a large amount; the mean traps checked was 54, and the maximum was 255) in contrast to an increase of ~2.5 max km village and ~2 to 4 small ammo (much more common changes).

3.2 Fluid motivation of gun hunters

Hunters usually responded that they intended to both eat and sell their bushmeat. Of 106 gun hunters in our data, 51 were monotypic, always giving the same motivation: 41 hunters always hunted for both reasons, six just to eat, and four just to sell. But 54 hunters were fluid: sometimes stating both reasons, sometimes just to eat, and sometimes just to sell, and very rarely for other reasons, like protecting their fields or preparing for a ceremony (we believe that hunters’ varying responses robustly reflect fluid motivation, given that a full response to the simple question of ‘why are you going hunting?’ did not require deep energy or engagement, and that there is no reason to think these fluid hunters would only sometimes fully engage with the same question that they generally engaged with).

We retained 342 hunts of fluid gun hunters in the mvGLMpSEM, removing one extreme outlying hunt that had very high biomass (145 kg, vs. the second highest observed value of 79 kg) and money earned (117,000 XAF, vs. the second highest observed value of 56,000 XAF). Motivation in 199 of these hunts was to eat and sell versus 54 strictly to eat and 89 strictly to sell.

When a hunter’s a priori motivation was strictly to eat, he was predicted to hunt ~1 less animal than if his motivation was to eat and sell (Figure 5). A strict intention to sell did not change the predicted number of animals hunted relative to eat and sell. This was the case with and without behaviour included in the model, evidence that the mechanism through which motivation to eat reduced animals hunted was not through reduced max km village or small ammo (neither of which were predicted to change with motivation to eat). The motivation to sell predicted no change in small ammo, and a mean ~1 farther max km village walked by hunters, although this latter estimate was highly uncertain. Within hunters, there was a predicted correlation between max km village and small ammo, despite no global or within-hunter correlations in the raw data (Figure S9).

At the observed mean during successful hunts of 4.2 max km village, total kg was predicted to strongly increase with an increasing number of animals hunted; at the observed median during successful hunts of two animals hunted, total kg was not predicted to change with increasing max km village (Figure S10). This implies that, while going farther from villages increased the chance of hunting more animals (Figure 4), the biomass of individual animals was consistent across varying distances. Inference did not change when including the outlying hunt.

At very low kg, hunters with strictly commercial intentions were predicted as more likely to sell some offtake than those with dual intentions (~70% vs. ~55%; Figure 6). Regardless of original motivation, the probability of selling bushmeat rapidly rose with increasing kg, and was virtually guaranteed by 50 kg. The probability of selling all bushmeat was predicted as higher given a motivation of sell versus eat and sell (~70% vs. ~50%), and did not change with increasing kg. Money earned was predicted to increase with kg irrespective of motivation, though the maximum estimated income was ~1.5–2.5 times greater than realistic. Income was well-predicted for most hunts, but not for highly successful hunts (biomass of ≥40 kg: ~nine blue duiker, three medium duiker or a large red river hog). When including the outlying hunt, predicted income of high biomass hunts was even more unrealistic; inference on probabilities of sale did not change (Figure S11).

4 DISCUSSION

We linked motivation of bushmeat hunters to their behaviour and offtake across nine villages, by applying hierarchical Bayesian structural equation modelling to a novel dataset gathered through community monitoring coupling paraeology with participating hunter GPS self-follows. Gun-hunting success across villages increased during the night and with more ammunition and farther...
from villages, and decreased when coupled with trapping. Trapping success was lower than gun-hunting and more difficult to predict. Fluid gun hunters hunted fewer animals when motivated by bushmeat consumption alone, though not due to modelled hunter behaviour (no reduction in ammunition brought or distance walked), while offtake from strictly commercial versus mixed motivation was the same. Different forms of offtake—numbers of animals hunted, biomass and income—were tightly linked. Below we consider our findings in more detail and discuss implications for the ecological sustainability of hunting and participatory forecasting in bushmeat research and policy.

4.1 Drivers of gun hunter behaviour and offtake

Increasing ammunition and the maximum distance from the village drove higher offtake. This is an unsurprising but new insight nonetheless—little research has been conducted on gun-hunting...
success in relation to ammunition and spatial effort. Importantly, this relationship was consistent across nine villages, indicating that our results could be used to extrapolate to other community SESs within the study landscape SES (~20 total villages) to generate more general inference. As simple GPS tracking and participatory approaches grow in use, our results should be compared to both seemingly similar and divergent bushmeat hunting SESs.

In this work, like much of the (albeit sparse) bushmeat hunting research that draws on SES theory, we did not conduct analyses through Elinor Ostrom’s (and others afterwards) proposed general framework for analysing SESs (Ostrom, 2009; Smith et al., 2018). For more explicit engagement of bushmeat hunting research with CPR and SES theory, the ‘continued development of diagnostic frameworks that balance local context with generalizability will require increased communication and engagement among scholars outside the established silos of wildlife and commons scholars’ (Smith et al., 2018). Special attention in such frameworks must be paid to indices of the ‘resource unit’ variable—which culturally grounded indicators can give direct insight into the state of the resource itself, the wildlife that is hunted (Hongo et al., 2022; Ingram et al., 2015; Ostrom, 2009; Sterling et al., 2017)? We found that income, a key form of offtake, was difficult to accurately predict when many animals were hunted.

Several predictors had little influence on offtake. The number of porters and other hunters was inconsequential—hunting in our study SESs can thus currently be analysed at the individual hunter level with community-level insights made through additive logic, rather than considering social dynamics during hunts. It is unknown if this is the norm or an exception, as there is currently little research on relationships between hunters, though work on hunter-trader relationships is increasing (e.g. Jones et al., 2019).

Surprisingly, offtake was not predicted to vary across seasons (conditioned on other predictors being held constant). This differed from local perceptions; participatory data exploration with communities show diverse monthly trends across species and villages—and a wealth of local knowledge on drivers—that may not be capable of producing signals when aggregating noise from 12 months into two seasons and >50 species into ‘animals’. Seasonal differences in offtake could also be due to changes in hunting behaviour, though we did not explicitly test this (e.g. raw data showed higher offtake in gun hunts during the dry season, along with higher small ammo and max km village). Models further showed that rain does not have a strong direct effect on offtake, though the small number of rainy hunts, even during the rainy seasons, indicates it influences the decision to go hunting in the first place. Local perceptions are that climate is changing fast in our study SES, with increasingly unpredictable weather. While the relationship between bushmeat hunting and climate change is little studied (but see Bodmer et al., 2018), and is currently considered to be less important than changing rural social dynamics and increasing extractive industry, the influence of climate on hunting dynamics could increase in the decades to come.

![Mean predicted change with 92% uncertainty intervals (UI) of number of animals hunted, max km village, and small ammo in gun hunts by fluid hunters with an intention strictly to eat or sell versus a baseline of both, shown as estimated by the no (motivation alone) versus partial (+ behaviour) mediation models (Figure 1).](https://besjournals.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/pan3.10502)
Varying intercepts of hunters showed little influence on the number of animals hunted. This, along with the fact that most hunters used both gun and traps, seems in contrast to research in West Africa showing more economically reliant hunters targeting duiker with guns in forests, and more nutritionally reliant hunters targeting rodents by trapping fields (Bachmann et al., 2020). Forest cover is largely contiguous across our study landscape SES (like much of Central Africa, though forest disturbance varies greatly), which could limit the potential to specialize hunting based on habitat; though a very small number of trap hunters were motivated to protect crops as seen in West Africa (Duonamou et al., 2021), agricultural fields in Gabon are generally small. Important differences between hunters may also manifest in their modelled behaviour, such that varying intercepts of hunters were less important because their behaviour was accounted for. Or hunters may vary in how often they hunt (which we did not study), versus their skills or strategies while hunting (e.g. Riddell et al., 2022). Indeed, a common trend is that a small number of hunters hunt a disproportionately high amount of a community’s total offtake (Coad, 2007; Jones et al., 2020). More specific work on hunters themselves would shed light on these ideas, all untested in this study.

Gun hunts motivated by bushmeat consumption alone had lower offtake for reasons unknown, while strictly commercial versus mixed motivation did not affect offtake. This suggests that on a hunt in which a fluid hunter was not intending to sell any bushmeat he would initially exert a similar effort (walk just as far from the village with just as much ammo) until successful, and once getting enough to eat would go home. More work on in-hunt decision-making would be needed to confirm this, but exploration of raw data indeed shows that hunts motivated by subsistence alone were around one hour shorter than mixed motivation hunts. The generally low prevalence of strictly commercial hunters and hunts suggests that van Vliet and Nasi’s (2008a) finding from our study area that ‘there appears to be no clear tendency to abandon subsistence hunting for commercial hunting as in other regions of Africa’ remains the case over 15 years later. Ethnographic research could help better understand underlying hunting motivation and how they are changing (or not) over longer time scales and across social-ecological conditions not addressed in this study (Blaser, 2009; Gibson, 2020; Moon et al., 2019; Shaffer et al., 2018; Wade & Malone, 2021). Further and more broadly, contextualizing detailed linkages like those our models provide here with theory on human motivation and behaviour could provide a foundation for longer-term predictions of changes in subsistence-commercial gradients of CPR use over time.

4.2 | Trapping success: Counterintuitive and complex

We expected that when a hunter checked more traps he would have higher offtake. This was not the case (despite standardized

**Figure 6** Predicted probability across observed total kg of bushmeat gained during successful hunts of selling some offtake (top left), selling all offtake (bottom left), and predicted money earned when some offtake sold (right; $4e+04$ XAF = 65 USD). Lines represent fitted slopes from 500 draws of posterior distributions (thick lines = mean), coloured by a priori hunter motivation to strictly sell or both eat and sell.
coefficient estimates indicating an effect, highlighting the importance of making posterior predictions over interpreting model coefficients alone). Trapping success per hunt was generally low, so perhaps there was simply not enough variation in offtake for prediction. Or perhaps analysing trapping on a per hunt basis is not appropriate: if few animals occur in a relatively small trapped area, high numbers of traps could initially be more productive after being set, but even a small number of traps could catch the total available animals over time, giving similar offtake when calculated as per-hunt averages across long periods.

Dobson et al. (2019) identified the ‘influence of the spatial arrangement of snares on capture success’ as a future research direction. Our data did not permit pursuing that idea, but paraecology coupled with participating hunters could be used to scale up spatially and temporally explicit monitoring of trapping such as that of Coad (2007).

Regardless, in our study SES trap use is decreasing over time (van Vliet & Nasi, 2008a) and only 24% of animals hunted are trapped (Froese et al., 2022), so trapping may be of less importance than gun-hunting for sustainability. Yet the dramatic reduction in gun-hunting success when trapping also occurred shows that legacy effects may be occurring—areas trapped are typically done so for long periods, so even if trap efficiency is low wildlife populations could be depleted over time.

4.3 Assessing and increasing hunting sustainability

The ecological sustainability of bushmeat hunting is notoriously difficult to ascertain (van Vliet & Nasi, 2008b; Weinbaum et al., 2013), and this study cannot do so. Nor did it attempt to estimate overall offtake, though integrating the data here with village-wide paraecologist bushmeat transects enables estimating total offtake by villages across the landscape SES (Froese et al., 2022). The relatively high amount of hunters conducting GPS self-follows, ~35–70% of hunters across study village, gives a robust interpretation of typical village-based hunts. Hunter self-follow data were local in kind: while hunting camps were used, as they often are across Central Africa (Abernethy et al., 2013), this was rare: only 86 of the 910 total hunts. Still, participating hunters may conduct other important forms of hunting across the landscape SES not captured by this study. For example, four of the eight hunts excluded from models for being less than 48h were hunts preparing for ceremonies in a single village, during which hunters on average stayed 4 days in the forest a max 15km from the village, were accompanied by three porters and two other hunters, brought 22 small and two large ammo, and returned with 16 animals hunted (though <1 threatened)—figures vastly larger than village-based averages. The frequency of such ceremonial hunts across the landscape SES is unknown and likely fluctuates year-to-year with social dynamics. Many hunters from villages, Makokou, and elsewhere also spend large amounts of time in gold mining camps both close to and far from villages. Hunting associated with these camps is unknown, and given the diffuse, transient and oft-clandestine nature of gold mining, would be far more difficult to conduct participatory research on at scale. Hunting by loggers in the region is equally difficult to assess, as is that of urban hunters (these classifications are not necessarily mutually exclusive: in one village, most hunters now live in Makokou, but go back to the village a few times a week to hunt). While forms of hunting not based in villages may have relatively small direct impacts of wildlife populations within village hunting catchments, they could have strong influence on source-sink dynamics so important to ecological sustainability. Assessing sustainability becomes even more complex when considering its social, economic and political dimensions (O’Connor, 2006).

Still, coupling our detailed drivers of hunt-level offtake with our more general results from our data sources of faunation gradients (Beirne et al., 2019; Koerner et al., 2017) and community-level hunting dynamics (Froese et al., 2022) should provide a fertile playground (Mastandrea & Pericás, 2021) for exploring potential patterns of faunation and ways to understand it in our study SESs. It is striking that individual animal biomass did not increase farther from villages. Overall patterns in offtake are likely driven by a small number of most hunted species—such as blue and medium duiker, small porcupines and pangolin, and common monkeys—and rare larger-bodied species of conservation interest whose abundance/occupancy of forest is known to increase farther from villages, such as chimpanzees and gorillas, may not have much influence in the data. Griffiths et al. (2022) found that closer to villages animals were better at escaping hunters; drivers of not only human but also wildlife behaviour merit further work. This should be coupled with explicit considerations of source–sink dynamics; mapping spatial patterns of overall hunting pressure was not our focus here, but hunter GPS self-follows are a strong method for doing so.

Although participatory monitoring alone cannot resolve the many difficulties of assessing sustainability, it can increase it. We designed our methods not only to answer our research questions but also to provide a platform for community ownership of data and engagement informing self-determined hunting management. As of June 2023, three of the nine study communities have launched community hunting management (the governance, form and effects of communities’ management and its relationship to their participatory monitoring is beyond the scope of this article). High-quality maps of village territories produced by hunters can help strengthen community land tenure rights and wildlife conservation (Constantino et al., 2018). Progress in the sustainability of community SESs can ripple out to others, amplifying impact in the landscape SES through “incrementalism”, whereby individual projects have only a small impact, but collectively the impact is large.” (Scholtes et al., 2013). Local progress in a given community SES does not provide a direct blueprint for scaling up, but lessons learned can inform pathways to doing so (Balvanera et al., 2017). Lessons from this work can contribute to the government of Gabon’s current ‘revising [of] their wildlife legislation’ (Nana et al., 2022).
4.4 Participatory forecasting for community adaptive bushmeat hunting governance and management

Increasingly accessible and popular, hierarchical Bayesian modelling greatly improves our ability to deal with complex data and thus our ‘capacity to more directly apply [social-ecological understanding] to decision-making (Clark, 2005; insertion ours). Meanwhile, lured by the prospect of getting closer to causality, researchers across disciplines are turning towards structural equation modelling (SEM; Laughlin & Grace, 2019; Pearl, 1998). But as in bushmeat hunting research, these parallel developments have been largely in isolation: hierarchical SEM is ‘powerful yet unexplored’ (Fan et al., 2016) despite the flexibility Bayes offers SEM being pointed out almost 20 years ago by Clark (2005). We brought these worlds together, and our models are better for it—and could potentially be further improved through nonlinear functions such as in Koster et al. (2020) and integration with agent-based modelling for generating predictions via the accumulation of individual simulated hunts rather than aggregate inference—but will still always have limits. These limits can be traversed by knowledge-coproduction weaving quantitative understanding with local knowledge and qualitative insight (Collins et al., 2021; Malmer et al., 2020; Norstrom et al., 2020). Here our monitoring was participatory but our modelling was not. A logical next step is to build our estimated posterior distributions into a participatory forecasting tool, one that values and uses local knowledge (e.g. as informative priors for differences in wildlife abundances across local areas) and simulates the effects on offtake of local knowledge (e.g. as informative priors for differences in wildlife abundances across local areas). Iterative forecasts could be made by communities over time, with accuracy tested and posterior projections into a participatory forecasting tool, one that values and uses local knowledge (e.g. as informative priors for differences in wildlife abundances across local areas) and simulates the effects on offtake of local knowledge (e.g. as informative priors for differences in wildlife abundances across local areas). Iterative forecasts could be made by communities over time, with accuracy tested and posteriors becoming new priors (Banner et al., 2020). A key outstanding unknown is the use—and usefulness—of such knowledge in community decision-making of hunting governance and management.
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